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Introduction

A

s James Porter has shown in his award-winning article “Why
Technology Matters to Writing,” writing technologies are best
understood not as abstract tools or instruments but in relation to the
particular contexts in which they are introduced, learned, and used
(385). Through an examination of the “contexts of use” of technologies, Porter traces how technologies influence the processes, products,
delivery, and effects of texts (387). In early discussions of everyday writing, scholars drew on this Porterian notion of technologies-in-context
to observe that the digital revolution brought about a “tectonic change”
to literacy, giving rise to a new phenomenon: the self-sponsored or everyday writer (Yancey, “Made” 298). These writers were noteworthy
because unlike student writers typically at the focus of research on
writing, these digital, everyday writers were using newly afforded opportunities of web 2.0 technologies to write for their own purposes and
audiences with a range of materials and environments, thus bringing a
different energy and motivation to their self-sponsored writing. To put
it differently, digital writing technologies created a new writing context: one in which writers could produce “words on paper,” but also one
in which these writers could make use of (what were then) new digital
environments to write to their audiences using multiple modes and
media, as Kathleen Yancey explains:
writing IS “words on paper,” composed on the page with a pen
or pencil by students who write words on paper, yes—but who
also compose words and images and create audio files on Web
logs (blogs), in word processors, with video editors and Web
editors and in e-mail and on presentation software and in instant messaging and on listservs and on bulletin boards—and
no doubt in whatever genre will emerge in the next ten minutes. (Yancey, “Made” 298)
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At that time, noting the emergence of these everyday writers was
useful in calling for new theories and models of writing to account for
these writers’ purposes and practices. Today, a similar examination of
everyday writing—one focused by an attention to the relationships between writers’ technologies and contexts—is needed to further examine how technologies, materials, and environments construct contexts
of everyday writing.
In this article, I take up this task of describing the current contexts of everyday writing through attention to the materials and environments that everyday writers employ as part of their writing processes. Before turning to digital technologies and environments, however,
I first discuss a case of current-day, print-based everyday writing: an
account of process provided by Michael Ash, a friend, collected after he
made me a booklet about his experience of dog sitting for me. I begin
with Michael because his account reflects an adept attention to the
materials of everyday writing, in part
because of his background working
in the realm of the mundane and everyday. Michael’s works, for instance,
include an incubator for baby chicks
painted in the fashion of a NASA space
shuttle and an ad for a used car lot that
resembles an 80s movie montage. In
addition to these works, Michael often
makes booklets: some are political
zines, an everyday genre which has received attention by those such as Frank
Farmer who see such everyday texts as
sources for writing research; and some
are like the booklet I discuss here,
“HOW’D iT GO WiTH GATSBY: How
it went with Gatsby” [sic] (fig. 1). After
discussing the booklet and Michael’s
Fig. 1
interview, I then turn to an example of
The cover page of “HOW’D iT GO digital everyday writing by an everyWITH GATSBY: How it went with day writer whose politics and personal
Gatsby.” Cover page includes autho- story drew a noteworthy following on
rial attribution of the booklet’s maker,
Twitter. Like Michael, this everyday
Michael James Ash, a date of production for the booklet, and a line draw- writer demonstrates an understanding
ing of a dog walking toward a mailbox. of the technologies and environments
he uses although with a different set
of materials and technologies than Michael and with a generation of
technologies that are radically different from the blogging platforms
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and discussion boards that first signaled a shift in literacy to invite everyday writing. Taken together, both accounts show how the materials
of everyday writing shape writers’ purposes and audiences differently,
with specific attention to how the materials, technologies, and environments of everyday writing shape writers’ motives and goals.

First Account: Making “How’d It Go with Gatsby?”
The subject of Michael’s booklet is my dog, Gatsby, and at the time
of the booklet’s production in July of 2015, Gatsby had recently been
diagnosed with a severe case of heart worms. Gatsby successfully completed his treatment later that fall, but during the production of the
booklet, his situation seemed grim: he’d just started an aggressive
round of oral medications. It was during this period that I had to leave
town, and I left Gatsby in the care of a close friend, Michael. Because
Michael was between jobs, he also needed some financial support, so
the dog-sitting gig I had to offer seemed to be mutually beneficial to all
concerned. While away, I checked up on Gatsby often, texting Michael
fairly consistently, “How’s it going with Gatsby?” When I got back from
the trip, I found a still-sick but happy dog waiting for me and a booklet
titled “HOW’D iT GO WiTH GATSBY: How it went with Gatsby” sitting on my coffee table.
The contents of “HOW’D iT GO” vary in genre, including a range
of documentary genres —a memo (fig. 2); a log (fig. 3); a report card
(fig. 4); and a to-scale diagram (fig. 5)—and paratext genres resembling

Fig. 2
First two pages inside the cover of the booklet. Page one mimics
a copyright page, and the second page is formatted as a memo.
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those from professional book publishing such as the booklet’s copyright page (fig. 2) and front and back covers (figs. 1 and 5). Materially,
the booklet is not complex—it is written in pencil and made out of a
sheet of copier paper that Michael had folded and torn, not cut with
scissors as is often the standard practice in similar
kinds of DIY or do it yourself acts of textual production like zine making. After
flipping through the booklet and texting Michael
that I appreciated his labor
both in the watching of
Gatsby and in the making
of the booklet, I added it
to my collection of zines
and cards. Later, it was
Fig. 3
included in Florida State
The first page of the log that Michael created of the University’s Museum of
care he gave to Gatsby. This page includes days one Everyday Writing.1
and two separated into three different entries: mornIn the Spring of 2016, I
ing, daytime, and evening.
interviewed Michael about

Fig. 4
The third page inside the cover, features the log of day four,
July 4, and summary comments, and a note from Michael
commenting on his dog-sitting experience.
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this artifact to understand his process, particularly what motivated his
choice to make the booklet and how he came to make the choices in
materials and technologies. He began by setting the context:
That was 4th of July weekend 2015. I remember you’re going
out of town to—I don’t remember where you were going. To
home, to Arkansas, and so you knew you needed a dog sitter.
And I was like OK I’ll do that. And then I believe you paid
me. And so I figured like you can—you paid me for a service,
but I wanted you to feel like you were also paying me—Like
I wanted to give you a receipt for that service, an invoice so
to speak. Number one because I think it would—It was like
helpful to list what I had done to show you like what you were
paying for. But also I think it would be like a nice artifact of
that experience. So that’s why I remember making it. I remember getting paper from your printer. I think that was like
it was a nice paper. You had nice computer paper I remember,
and I think that’s just—Was that just pencil that hadn’t been
over in pen, right? [Right.] Yeah I remember I was going to—
which like all the ones that I make like that are first pencil and
then pen because I usually copy them. But I think that’s an
edition of just one. Given that it’s like invoice status. So I just
kept it in pencil to give it a more like an original sort of feel.
Admittedly, Michael’s discussion of the
making of “HOW’D iT GO” reflects that
he is an experienced artist and maker,
particularly in the making of self-published booklets. Especially noteworthy
are two aspects of his writing process:
his goal setting and his attention to materials and technologies based on those
goals.
Michael’s account of his process
shows that he considered different purposes that the booklet might serve and
goals that he might meet through its production: as both an invoice at the end of
an informal job and as a “nice artifact” of
a troublesome time in Gatsby’s life. As
an invoice, the booklet functions much
like other documents that Lisa Gitelman
describes in Paper Knowledge: “material
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Fig. 5
The back cover, featuring a to-scale
drawing of one of Gatsby’s heartworm pills and the name of the fake
publishing house Michael invented
for his booklets, “This (Publishing
House) is Amazing”
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objects intended as evidence” that are “shown and saved, saved and
shown” (3). In this sense, Michael produced the booklet to evidence
that he gave care to Gatsby, but perhaps more importantly, given our
friendship outside of the dog-sitting arrangement, was his goal of producing an artifact with an afterlife beyond its documentary purpose of
invoicing his labor. To put it differently, without the secondary goal of
creating an artifact or keepsake of the experience and the friendship
that invited this kind of goal-setting, the text likely would not have
taken shape the way it did either in the content that Michael created
or the materials by which Michael came to produce that content. Thus,
this secondary goal places “HOW’D iT GO” in the realm of self-sponsored everyday writing and directly informs the material choices that
Michael made.
In addition to his goal-setting, the responses Michael gave during
his interview show that he is aware of how materials and tools allow
him to meet his goals. In this sense, he is materially adept like the multimodal composers Jody Shipka imagines in Toward a Composition
Made Whole. The difference is that while Shipka’s composers received
instruction to understand writing as a set of material, rhetorical, technological, and methodological choices based on the goal for composing
(112), Michael’s sense of textual production comes from his study and
practice as an artist. As he discussed in his interview, the booklet was
designed to be ephemeral and unique; in deviation from his normal
practice of using both pencil and pen to make a booklet that’s permanent or reproducible on a copier machine, Michael opted to only use
pencil to reflect the “invoice status” of the booklet and perhaps more
importantly, to give the booklet “an original sort of feel” in support of
his goal of making an artifact that invited saving and future handling.
Further, Michael indicates that he is in the practice of considering the
materials he has available to him and how those materials might “authorize certain courses of action while blocking and forbidding others”
(Shipka 119). Particularly, Michael considered how using a pencil and
good paper would allow him to meet goals that his standard practices
of using pen to make a reproducible copy would not.
Michael’s account of making the “HOW’D iT GO” booklet suggests
that the task of producing everyday writing can prompt writers to
consider issues that academic or professional writers may not. In one
sense, Michael’s account highlights how everyday writers may orient
to writing tasks through the materials they have available to them—
an awareness that parallels Jim Ridolfo’s observation that “those who
don’t have the money or resources to simply buy the dissemination of
their ideas” tend “to creatively do more with less” (120). For Michael,
doing more meant more than finding materials that would allow him
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to meet his goals; it also involved two awarenesses that also structured
his writing task: first, that he had to reconcile two different concerns
framing his act of composing—the monetary and social; and second,
that his text would have an afterlife, a usefulness beyond his immediate
writing situation, which also informed his writing process.
Michael’s account indicates that the motivations for writing can be
ambiguous, involving two aspects of a writing context and a writing
situation that do not share complementary goals. Michael’s interview
indicates that the economic and social-rhetorical aspects of his writing
situation were foremost in his mind during his writing process. As he
considered the purposes of his writing and material choices he would
need to make to respond to his writing situation, Michael attended to
both his friendship with his audience and the economic realities of his
writing situation. In doing so, he imagined how his text could function
as both evidence and keepsake and what material choices he would
need to make to enact those purposes, specifically the use of “nice
paper” and pencil-only inscription to create a text that could serve as
artifact and evidence of care. To put it differently, Michael’s account indicates that everyday writing reflects a Burkean ambiguity as resource
for rhetorical action (xix). Specifically, in his discussion of his goals,
Michael indicates that he understood the scene of his rhetorical action
in full: as entailing both finance and friendship. His understanding of
the “scenic conditions or ‘environment’” of rhetorical action allowed
Michael to write—to “act”—in ways that were consistent with the ambiguity of the scene of his rhetorical action (Burke 7). By acknowledging and making this ambiguity part of his writing process, Michael
ensures that the “ambiguity” of the scene of rhetorical action was “converted into a corresponding articulacy”—in this case, the production
of a document with a content and materiality that allowed it to function both as an invoice and a keepsake (7).
Although the ambiguity of writing situations can involve much more
than the social and the economic, there is some evidence to suggest
that for everyday writers in particular, monetary or economic issues
are consistently part of the writing situation—even when there is no
informal job or transaction to invoice. For instance, Doug Hesse, in
his discussion of everyday writing for civic contexts in his 2005 CCCC’s
address, observed that although self-sponsored or everyday writers are
motivated by “a willing desire to write oneself into the world by creating textual artifacts,” there are social and commercial dimensions to
the social construction of that desire (351). Through the visuals accompanying the publication of his address, Hesse notes especially how cottage industries have emerged around two activities of everyday writing,
scrapbooking and journal keeping. In these instances of everyday writ-
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ing specifically, myriad guides, kits, and other materials are designed
to invite, encourage, and support everyday writers’ textual production. For everyday writers who use these materials designed for their
use—who want to do more with more—the commercial functions as
an essential part of their processes and purposes, perhaps even initially
motivating or sustaining their processes and goals. Furthermore, in
cases where a particular set of materials, processes, and genres of everyday writing become trendy—as has been the case for bullet journaling—economic concerns like participating in one trend among many
may even become the primary motive for writing, over and above the
impulse to write to audiences or write the self. In such cases, the concerns motivating writing may emphasize less issues of environment,
purpose, and act, as had been the focus of Michael’s account of everyday writing. Instead, for those writers whose use of specific designed
materials foregrounds the act of writing, the scenes or environments of
rhetorical action may matter less for what motivates their act of composing than the particular “means or instruments” or “agency” of rhetorical action (Burke xv). For such writers, their agency to use widelyused or widely-discussed materials may do more to motivate the act of
writing and inform the purpose for writing. Thus, even for these writers for whom the scene of writing is less important than their particular means of composing, there is still an ambiguity in how their agency
motivates the act of writing, whether by influencing the act directly by
choosing materials or content or by informing the purpose of the act.
In addition to indicating the range of concerns that motivate and
inform everyday writing, Michael’s account also highlights a purpose
for writing that has not yet been considered in full: the saving of texts.
As Michael noted, he wanted to produce a document that could function as both invoice and as artifact, so given those purposes, he made
use of the “nice paper” in my printer and decided to use only pencil to
reflect its “invoice status.” His choice to use only pencil also granted
the booklet what he called “an original sort of feel” that complemented
its status as an “edition of just one.” In a conventional sense, Michael’s
material choices are not typical of a document that is designed to be
preserved, especially as it is written only in pencil. Likewise, the general structure of the content of the booklet, an invoice, is also atypical
of a document designed to be saved, even though it is ephemeral in its
subject matter. However, because producing a nice artifact both foregrounded and motivated his writing process, Michael’s choices in materials, form, and content resulted in a text that had the “original sort
of feel” that invited saving—precisely because it was unique.
In terms of form, the booklet resembled the same kinds of technical
and professional documentation (e.g., diagnosis reports and treatment
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plans) that I had been receiving from the veterinarian: for instance, the
checked blanks and annotated diagrams included in figure 4. Related
to issues of form, sections of the booklet resembled familiar job-based
and school-based genres like the memo (fig. 2) and report card section titled “Rx STATS,” which featured a pill point average titled “PiLL
POiNT AVG.” Thus, aside from the materiality of the booklet itself,
the form and format of the texts contained within were recognizably
professional, supporting Michael’s purpose of invoicing the care he
gave. Specific to the content of the booklet, however, Michael’s writing begins to take on qualities of an artifact produced so that it could
be saved. For instance, the language on the first page of the log (fig.
3) includes descriptions of care like “MiNi-CiG-WALKS,” signifying short walks that lasted as long as one of Michael’s cigarettes, and
“PHARMA-MEAT BALL,” describing how Gatsby took his medication.
These choices in terms along with descriptions that Michael developed like “BREAKFAST + DiNNER SEEMED TOTALY BLEH TO HiM
THOUGH. ALSO, AS NiGHT FELL + BOMBS BURST iN THE AiR, THE
PUP WOULD AGREE TO GO WALK THEN RETURN TO THE DOOR
ONCE WE REACHED THE MAiL BOX” reflected Michael’s goal of creating “a nice artifact of that experience.” Through his choices
in materiality, adaptation of
professional forms, and the content that he developed, Michael
created a text that worked affectively, changing my relation to
Gatsby’s situation by representing the experience through the
playfulness and irreverence that
guided Michael’s writing. As Julie
Nelson notes, a distinguishing
feature of affect is the marking of
change “from one state, gathering, or body into another” (n.p.).
In reference to writing specifically, Nelson argues that affect
changes how people understand
Fig. 6
and relate to the world around
Image of the Gatsby booklet on a table
placed next to a mechanical pencil for scale. them: “Affects play an important role in creating dispositions
and, relatedly, ways of seeing and
interacting with the world.” As an artifact, “HOW’D iT GO” became
something to save because it disrupted my nervous disposition about
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leaving Gatsby in someone’s care and around my overall over-concern
with Gatsby’s health. Instead, I caught Michael’s sense of humor and
irreverence through the booklet, an instance of what Anna Gibbs calls
“affect contagion” (qtd. in Julie Nelson) or the unconscious duplication
of dispositions shared mimetically through bodies and media (Nelson
n.p.).
Michael’s attention to the afterlife of the booklet—the saving of a
text after it has served its purpose in a writing situation—indicates that
for everyday writers, it is as important for some texts and products to
stall or stick as it is for others to move and circulate. Although there
has been increasing attention to the afterlife of texts in writing studies,
it has largely been examined thus far in relation to the use of digital
technologies in a public, networked context. Thus far, there has been
overwhelming attention to the viral spread (Nelson) of texts, specifically the “distance, travel, speed, and time” of messages after their initial delivery from writers to audiences (DeVoss and Ridolfo). As part
of this consideration of writing after the writing situation, scholars
have also examined how the adaptation and transformation of texts
facilitate their spread, attending specifically to the use of existing
texts as resources of composing in new rhetorical situations through
remix (Edwards), assemblage (Johnson-Eilola and Selber), creative
repetition (Arola and Arola), versioning (Yancey “Print”), and curation
(Kennedy). In this particular context, the afterlife of “HOW’D iT GO”
looks resoundingly different. Rather than instances of everyday writing
produced and shared through social networks, which are noteworthy
because of the number of transformations and adaptations an individual text has undergone or the speed and distance of its circulation (as
reflected by the meme-tracker site knowyourmeme.com), “HOW’D iT
GO” is noteworthy because it was designed to stay the same and stay
put. Aside from the representation of the booklet in this article and the
archive where a digital version of the booklet is hosted, it has stayed
with me and stayed in the same condition—aside from a few places on
the cover where the penciled handwriting and drawing have smudged
(fig. 6).

Second Account: The Blacker The Bernie Bro The
Sweeter The Juice
@Sanders20Twenty or The Blacker The Bernie Bro The Sweeter The
Juice is the Twitter name of a working father of one living in New York
City who has gained an impressive following since he joined Twitter
in January 2019. Despite the absence of his real name and the political
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nature of his account, he is not a political bot or one of the “socialbots”
discussed by Timothy Laquintano and Annette Vee: “computer programs that exist on social media networks and mimic human profiles
in an attempt to convince humans the bots are just more users among
many” in order to manipulate public opinion (52). Botcheck.me (http://
botcheck.me) and Botometer (https://botometer.iuni.iu.edu/#!/) both

Fig. 7
A screenshot of @Sanders20Twenty’s Twitter profile displaying his profile picture, bio, location, and banner.

indicate that @Sanders20Twenty does not display bot-like behaviors
and therefore is not likely a bot.
Between joining Twitter in January 2019 and April 14, 2019,
@Sanders20Twenty has amassed 1045 followers and has composed 540
tweets—most of which are focused on the 2020 U.S. election and his
family’s story—two threads that are not easily separated in his most
recent activity on Twitter. Although he often changes his bio, it has
most recently mirrored the version of his bio captured in the screenshot (fig. 7)—a statement of value, a summary of his story, and his support for the 2020 presidential campaign of Bernie Sanders: “Honesty,
Accountability, Equality, Justice. Father of 1 & a Bun facing homelessness in NYC. Fighting our way, 1 day at a time. #NotMeUs #Bernie2020.”2
His activity on Twitter, however, did not start with this synthesis of his
personal story and his politics. His early tweets were firm affirmations
of his support for Bernie Sanders, starting his Twitter account with an
identity claim that was as much about Sanders’ campaign as his own
identity (fig. 8). Perhaps most noteworthy about this tweet is that
@Sanders20Twenty indicates that he is familiar with how to exist and
participate rhetorically in social networking spaces like Twitter.
Perhaps most indicative of @Sanders20Twenty’s awareness of the
features of the space has been his use of hashtags to make himself a
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findable and therefore more visible participant in the conversation,
such as his use of the #Bernie2020 hashtag, which has been a consistent part of his Twitter activity both before and after Bernie announced
his 2020 Presidential bid. Further, @Sander20Twenty has also made
use of the hashtags of others—for instance, #NotMeUs, #DiFi, and
#NeverBernie (a counter-Bernie hashtag)—to bring more visibility to
his participation in conversations like his defense of Sanders among
#NeverBernie activists. His use of these hashtags shows that he understands that hashtags are integral to the formation of what Steve Holmes
and Rachael Lussos call the “ad hoc publics” that form around the use
of a hashtag to announce a public issue and call for response “from
commenters, lurkers, political or community leaders, and information
sources” (121). Put differently, hashtags are vital to what Jeff Rice calls
the aggregate of information that reader and writers encounter, creating the “drive to respond”
propelling the circulation of issues in digital
spaces (43). Also important in demonstrating
@ S a n d e r s 2 0 Twe n t y ’s
awareness of how Twitter
texts function is his
statement of identification as black and queer
through an anonymous
Fig. 8
account (fig. 8), a rhetor@Sanders20Twenty’s first tweet, published on January ical practice that Zarah
26, 2019 wherein he identified as a “black, queer Moeggenberg has dis‘Bernie Bro’”
cussed as a performance
of constructing the self
that involves making some aspects of the self—like a picture, a sexual
identity, and a racial identity—present while occluding other information to keep safe as part of a “disidentificatory process for survival” in
spaces where people of color and LGBTQ persons—as well as a range of
other bodies and identities—face particular risk for their public participation (228). @Sanders20Twenty’s Twitter activity is well described by
his handle, @Sanders20Twenty, and username: The Blacker The Bernie
Bro The Sweeter The Juice. He exists in this online space as an advocate
for Bernie Sanders, a candidate whose supporters have the reputation
for being homogeneously white and affluent. His presence in this space
as a “Bernie Bro” and a person of color both works to legitimize the political policies of his candidate while giving @Sanders20Twenty a platform from which he can advocate for Sanders as a non-stereotypical
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Bernie supporter among
his Twitter followers. For
the first several months
of his activity on Twitter,
@Sanders20Twenty was
largely focused on political figures and issues.
Much of his Twitter account was devoted to
criticizing once-Hillary
supporters and establishment Democrats who
were participating in a
#NeverBernie movement.
As part of this activity,
@Sanders20Twenty also
criticized the primary
process, the platform of
the Democratic party,
and Supreme Court appointment procedures.
Figure 9 is a tweet thread
typical of his early acFig. 9
tivity on the platform,
A tweet thread from @Sanders20Twenty drawing
comparisons between Sanders, Clinton, and Obama, and figure 10 is a tweet
specifically related to the effect on the electability of representative of how
candidates running in the Democratic party
@Sanders20Twenty often
participated in public debates on Twitter: in the
sarcastic, aggressive register that is often a hallmark of online debate in
spaces like comment sections and discussion boards.
Aside from a couple of tweets that suggested that he might be—
or may have recently been—experiencing joblessness and was having
some difficulty making ends meet, @Sanders20Twenty maintained a
Twitter account focused primarily on political issues until March 22nd
when he wrote a thread that went viral (fig. 11). The thread started with
his acknowledgement of his writing environment by referencing the
aggressive and confrontational—perhaps even troll-like—nature of
his writing activity on Twitter thus far (fig. 10).3 After identifying how
his activity thus far may seem to others on Twitter, @Sanders20Twenty
began to perform a different identity—to express a different identification as a “real person.” In a thread comprised of seventeen tweets,
@Sanders20Twenty discussed his back story, elucidating why he feels
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Fig. 10
A twitter exchange produced in response to a video that
emerged of Bernie Sanders using “niggardly” in a speech
delivered as part of his gubernatorial run in Vermont in
1986.

Fig. 11
The start of @Sanders20Twenty’s well-circulated tweet
thread

“worthless,” “hopeless,” and unable to care for his family.4 In ten threaded tweets he described how he has been unable to afford rent in New
York City despite consistently working full time while getting “raises,
better jobs, second jobs” (@Sanders20Twenty). He described how the
birth of his child exacerbated his financial stress, which only worsened
after his employer went out of business—also due to high rent prices.
From there, things got worse:
5/ I was out of work for a little while, but found a new job [sic].
Right before I was to start my new job, we were evicted. We
went into the shelter system, which provides some great benefits but is wholly dysfunctional—particularly for people who
have full time jobs. (@Sanders20Twenty)
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6/ Dealing with the incessant meetings for HSA and going to
housing court for the eviction made me late to my new job
nearly every single day for the first 3 weeks. I’m still falling
apart inside trying to make a good impression at work while
hiding my nightmare of a home life. (@Sanders20Twenty)
7/ To be blunt, we are drowning. We have stayed in shelters,
paid for hotels, we even broke into the apartment that we were
evicted from, just to lay our heads down or grab clean work
clothes (did I mention we both still work 40 hrs a week?).
(@Sanders20Twenty)
After detailing his family’s experiences trying to survive, the thread
makes a familiar turn: “That
brings me to #BernieSanders. I
believe he understands that the
game is fundamentally rigged”
(@Sanders20Twenty). He then
describes how he feels seen
by Sanders—and presumably
unseen by other candidates, so
much so that he pledges to “step
Fig. 12
off Twitter” and rally support for
The 11th (of 17) tweets in @Sanders20Twenty’s Sanders’s 2020 campaign (fig. 12).
thread, this one describing how he feels “the After his thread drew a considersystem” favors his potential employer, not
ably larger audience and a conhim and his family.
siderably larger number of engagements—likes, retweets, comments—he archived his tweets using an app called Thread Reader and
set up a GoFundMe page where he linked to this Twitter thread. There,
he began asking for support on behalf of his family in the amount of
$5000 by elaborating on what he shared on Twitter and updating his
followers to let them know that his situation worsened further after
the Twitter thread. In doing so, he also noted that he decided to ask for
help only after his story got some attention on Twitter and his family’s
situation became even more dire.
Since @Sanders20Twenty wrote the thread excerpted here, archived
that thread, and started his GoFundMe campaign, his Twitter activity has changed. Although a focus of his online, everyday writing is
still the upcoming 2020 election and the platforms of establishment
Democrats (and anyone else whose policies are not coherent with
Sanders’s), he also now uses his Twitter account to share about his
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family and to thank people for contributing to his GoFundMe campaign. Because I do not have access to his analytics and because his
Twitter page was not initially captured and archived by the Wayback
Machine, the incremental effects of his shift in content to include his
and his family’s story as part of his identity are not available. However,
an April 6th tweet—just two weeks after he wrote the thread discussed
earlier—anticipated his 800th follower (@Sanders20Twenty, “Who’s”).
The most recent capture of his account includes 1,045 followers, suggesting that after making his family and his story a subject of his identity on Twitter, his network of followers grew in fairly short order (fig.
7).
Like the account of Michael’s booklet, this account of everyday writing similarly indicates again that everyday writers are often motivated
by a plurality of concerns. At face value—and by his own admission—it
appears that @Sanders20Twenty’s Twitter activity was largely driven
by outrage, a response that is uniquely invited by aggregated environments such as Twitter where the “user-generated activity” of commenting, liking, sharing, and reposting create a range of meanings,
telling a larger “aggregated/assembled story of outragicity” (Rice 54).
Put differently, @Sanders20Twenty’s Twitter activity looks like much
of the other writing that happens on Twitter and is thus reflective of
the platform as a scene for rhetorical action where the act—expressing
outrage—is “consistent with the scene” of action (Burke 7). Even after
sharing his story, this digital and networked everyday writer’s activity
indicates that his tweeting is still very much reflective of the platform
where aggression is often the hallmark of discourse and debate—especially where politics are concerned. However, the particular thread
discussed here wherein he began to perform a different kind of identity
work than he had previously managed in the platform suggests that his
writing was likewise differently motivated. Specifically, by identifying
as a husband and father in a family experiencing economic hardship
and disidentifying as a “@BernieSanders cult member” (fig. 11), he realized a new set motives for his writing work. Further reading of his
Twitter page indicates that his newfound motives for writing—likewise
reflected in the content he produces, specifically, his recent writing
about his and his family’s hope and gratitude—is a departure from the
frustrated and aggressive political debate that characterized his earlier
writing on Twitter.
@Sanders20Twenty thus provides an exemplary case of the shift
in literacy that took place after Web 2.0 took hold and gave people
the means or agency to write for their own purposes and multiple,
often unidentified audiences. And given the economic hardships that
@Sanders20Twenty experiences personally, his account also suggests
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Fig. 13
The final tweet in @Sanders20Twenty’s viral
thread, confessing that his writing to Twitter
“just saved my life.”

that the bar to gaining access to Web 2.0 technologies like Twitter may
be lower than at any point since the digital revolution began—at least
for those living in cities. Moreover, @Sanders20Twenty’s account suggests that the purposes of Web 2.0 writing can be understood and motivated in myriad ways, with each emphasis or Burkean ratio shaping
the processes and products of rhetorical action differently, even though
Twitter was consistently an important part of @Sanders20Twenty’s
writing process and writing product. Taken one way, Twitter functions
as the scene for his rhetorical action and thus may best be understood
through the scene-act ratio. Taken another way, Twitter functions as his
means or his agency for rhetorical action, emphasizing the scene-agency ratio as the primary motive for his rhetorical action. Such moments
are best observed when he is solely focused on political debate, writing an aggressive response to an aggregated discussion about a political figure, policy, or moment. Those same moments of political debate
could also be understood as motivated by the ratio of scene-purpose
wherein the aggregated environment provides @Sanders20Twenty
cause or exigence for writing. At still other times—and most recently—his writing is motivated by his identity and identification work,
reflecting a ratio of agent-purpose whereby he has made himself and
his needs part of his writing activity in ways that may have been more
difficult to discern in his earlier, strictly political writing (fig. 13). Thus,
@Sanders20Twenty demonstrates that everyday writers benefit from
an ambiguity allowing a wider set of possibilities or resources for their
rhetorical action. But @Sanders20Twenty’s activity also suggests that
while digital technologies have made a wider range of possibilities for
the motives of rhetorical action available to everyday writers, the scene
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or digital environment where their rhetorical action takes places also
plays a more prominent role in shaping writers’ processes and products. Beyond shaping the design of their content through the templated nature of social networks (Arola) and making media elements
like hashtags available, social networks also play a prominent role in
motivating writing activity and shaping the purpose for writing in ways
that have only recently begun to be examined by scholarship examining privacy and surveillance (Amidon and Reyman; Beck; Reyman).
Although this scholarship has argued that social networking platforms
make users susceptible to a “social and cultural advertising delivery
system designed to stimulate desire and create need,” this account of
@Sanders20Twenty’s tweets suggests that accounts of everyday writing like his are needed to disrupt the soft determinism that accompanies considerations of surveillance and privacy in digital environments
(Beck 43). @Sanders20Twenty’s account, in existence for just four short
months as of the date of this essay, indicates that writers can become
susceptible to those delivery systems, but it also shows that writers can
then disrupt the negative or deterministic effects of delivery systems as
their purposes and identities change and evolve.

Conclusion
These two twenty-first century accounts of everyday writing suggest
that the processes and practices of everyday writers provide productive
material for more closely examining the contexts of literate and rhetorical action. Specifically, these accounts of everyday writing point to
three aspects of everyday writing that have been under-considered in
examinations of writing thus far: the relationship between technologies and the emergence of everyday writing as phenomenon; the role of
ambiguity in everyday writing; and the role of economic or monetary
concerns.
In early calls to attend to everyday writing, there was suggestion
that everyday writing was noteworthy because it was motivated differently than writing in academic and professional contexts and because
it relied on the affordances of Web 2.0 technologies to provide writers
a means or agency to meet their goals. These two accounts suggest that
a culture of everyday writing is emerging, one that is neither necessarily dependent on nor determined by writers’ materials and technologies. Michael’s use of ephemeral materials to produce a keepsake and
@Sanders20Twenty’s multiply-purposed use of a digital space indicate
that examinations of everyday writing can be productive for tracing the
role of writing technologies and materials on the writing process. Such
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tracings are especially important because such process-based cases
provide opportunity to avoid the soft technological determinism that
often accompanies considerations of technologies emphasizing law,
policy, or material affordance over writers’ processes.
In addition, these two accounts point to a variety in writers’ goals
and purposes that has not yet been considered. As both writers’ accounts suggest, the goals and purposes that motivate and animate
writers’ activities take shape in relation to their writing situations, but
also in relation to the materials, technologies, and environments that
they choose to address their writing situations. These accounts likewise suggest that their motives for writing may have little to do with
the purpose for their writing or the audience—other agents—involved
in the writing situation. At different times, the means—or agency—or
the environment—scene—of their writing activity motivate writers by
calling them to use a particular set of materials or engage with a particular content, thus deprioritizing issues that have been emphasized
in traditional models of writing such as triangle-based models of communication (message/purpose->author->audience).
Not least, because everyday writers are often confronted with the reality of needing to do more with less or are often considering monetary
or economic concerns in the absence of professional or academic sponsorship for their writing work, these accounts point to the presence of
monetary and commercial realities that underlie textual production.
Whether the monetary serves as partial motivation or as a factor in the
acquisition of materials as in Michael’s case, or becomes the content
and a later motivation as was the case for @Sanders20Twenty’s Twitter
and GoFundMe pages, everyday writers pay attention to money in ways
that discussions of everyday writing thus far have been cautious in or
uncomfortable with acknowledging. In particular, everyday writers’
processes and practices avoid easy categorizations of rhetorical action
as commercial or personal, particularly when tracing the purposes and
motives of their writing and the role that materials and technologies
play as part of their rhetorical activity.
As has been a hallmark of calls to study everyday writing thus far,
writers and writing are everywhere. Examination of what these writers
and writing are doing holds tremendous potential for revealing previously hidden contours of what Charles Bazerman has called “the large,
important, multidimensional story of writing” (33). Given the further
complexity that a new generation of networked, digital technologies
has brought to the practice of everyday writing and the influence of
various industries calling for and supporting everyday writing for their
own commercial goals, the story of writing is sure to only become more
complicated and important. One way to begin this challenge of unrav-
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eling the complexities is by taking a close look at everyday writers and
how they make use of materials and technologies to maintain relationships, participate in public forums, and in some cases, navigate and
survive the low spots of their lives.

Notes

1. The images of “HOW’D iT GO WiTH GATSBY: How it went with Gatsby” included in this manuscript were sourced from the Museum of Everyday Writing
where images of the booklet were uploaded, transcribed, and given metadata.
2. @Sanders20Twenty gave written permission to use material from his Twitter
account: “I have absolutely no problem with you sharing and expounding on
the tweets, to be sure.” All of the tweets quoted and excerpted in this discussion
are available through the Internet Archive’s Wayback machine at web.archive.
org/web/20190418134349/https://twitter.com/Sanders20Twenty
3. Trolling in this case does not refer to the targeted and toxic hate speech—
racist, homophobic, ableist, violent, and misogynistic—that users attract because of “the audacity to exist online in ways that do not adhere to hegemonic
understandings of identities and bodies” (Clinnin and Manthey 31).
4. After the tweets went viral, @Sanders20Twenty archived them in Thread
reader; this archive serves as the source of his tweets. A permalink of this
archive is available through the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine at:
http://web.archive.org/web/20190418160109/https://threadreaderapp.com/
thread/1108957569416982528.html
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